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WHO WE ARE

I am a constituent in your riding.  
My company is also a member of the 
Canadian Media Producers Association 
(CMPA), the country’s leading member–
based, advocacy association for 
independent producers.

Have a favourite Canadian 
TV show or feature film? 
Chances are an independent 
producer produced it.

• In fact, most Canadian 
shows on TV during prime 
time aren’t produced by 
networks, but rather by 
indie producers

• Those Canadian movies 
generating buzz on the 
film festival circuit? Again, 
it’s more than likely you’re 
hearing about – and 
watching – CMPA 
members’ work 



ROLE OF 
INDEPENDENT 
PRODUCERS
Canada’s creative entrepreneurs

Independent producers are creative 
entrepreneurs. They are the risk–takers who 
start with a spark – an idea, a concept, or a 
story – and work with creative talent and their 
broadcasting and distribution partners to build it 
into a full–form narrative to be told on screen. 

Independent producers:
• Assume financial, business and creative risk 

and responsibility
• Raise financing from a complex variety of 

sources (national/international, private/
public)

• Invest revenues from their shows to develop 
new projects and grow their businesses

• Are the key touchpoint for all creative, 
financial, and administrative activities that 
make a project a success 
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802
Canadian 
television series

105
Canadian
feature films

223
Canadian convergent 
digital media projects

CANADA’S MEDIA
PRODUCTION SECTOR
Canada’s creative entrepreneurs

Canada’s production industry is similar 
to other major industrial sectors – it 
creates jobs and it drives economic 
growth. But it has one huge added 
bonus: it promotes Canadian culture, 
reflecting our regional and cultural 
diversity, both at home and abroad.

• Content is produced in all 
regions across Canada resulting 
in 179,000 full time jobs

• $8.9 billion in national 
production volume 

• $12.8 billion to Canada’s GDP
• $5.6 billion in foreign investment 



FEDERAL ELECTION 2019: ASKS
The next act: Broadcasting and Telecommunications 
Legislative Review (BTLR)

Earlier this year, the CMPA put forward its submission to the Broadcasting and 
Telecommunications Legislative Review Panel. The core aim of its recommendations is simple: 
Strengthen a media production industry that advances Canada.
In response to a shifting global media environment, we have asked the government to update 
federal legislation in a way that continues to strengthen a domestic media production market 
that works in the interest of Canada – the citizens who make up our population and the 
businesses that drive our economy.  

Our submission is built upon two key principles:

1. New stable funding mechanisms spread across all players 
without increasing costs for consumers

2. Independent producers must continue to be an integral part 
of the system



THE NEXT ACT: BTLR (CONT.)
Stability in the market

Action:
New stable funding mechanisms applied to all 
players without increasing costs for consumers.

Why this is important:
Today Canadians watch programming from a 
variety of sources, whether it is delivered by cable 
companies, over the internet, or through their mobile 
phones. However, only traditional broadcasters and 
cable companies are now required to make financial 
contributions to support Canadian programming. 
So, even though Canadians are watching more 
programming than ever, the amount of private 
financial support to Canadian productions is 
declining each year.  We must update our legislative 
framework to create new, stable funding mechanisms 
without increasing costs for consumers. This will reflect 
modern viewing habits and help ensure a vibrant 
domestic industry well into the future.



SUPPORT TO 
CANADIAN FEATURE 
FILMS IN A 
DIGITAL WORLD
Key Facts:
• Accounting for inflation, Telefilm’s capacity 

to support Canadian feature films is far less 
today than it was in 2000 when resources 
were last increased

• Over the last 10 years, the Canadian film 
sector has stagnated while the Canadian 
television sector has grown by 40%

• In the last 3 years, the number of Canadian 
feature films produced has decreased by 30%

Actions:
Increase Telefilm Canada’s 
Parliamentary Appropriation 
by an additional $50M, to be 
phased–in over three years. 
With the proposed new resources, 
Telefilm would achieve six key 
strategic priorities:

1. Promote exports and showcase 
Canadian talent abroad

2. Support the career path of 
young and talented filmmakers

3. Establish a dedicated 
co–production fund

4. Rebalance funding across 
Canada and in the regions

5. Achieve a representative 
and diverse film portfolio

6. Facilitate feature films’  
digital transition



CBC/RADIO CANADA
Canada needs a strong national public 
broadcaster with long–term financial stability

Canada’s independent producers highly value the CBC as a 
broadcasting partner.
We are asking the government to commit to stable, long–term funding to 
allow the CBC to carry out its important mandate as Canada’s national 
public broadcaster:
• A key cultural institution that also supports thousands of jobs in 

regions across Canada.
The CBC serves Canada and Canadians by providing high–quality, 
diverse Canadian programming for audiences across the country.
With a specific mandate to commission Canadian programming, the 
CBC is different than other broadcasters. 

Total economic output of CBC–commissioned dramas:

Murdoch Mysteries
(10 seasons) 

Heartland
(10 seasons)

Mr. D
(8 seasons)

$471.1M $469.1M $126.5M 
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